
"The polling continues to indicate that there are three major parties in 
the contest for the Senedd. 

But, Labour’s status as the leading one of those parties no longer looks 
as if it can be taken for granted”.



Plaid: 

● A Fair Rents Bill to provide tenancies of indefinite duration and end 
no-fault evictions. All rents assessed as fair and a rent cap for increases. 

● Adopt a living rent model which links rent with local income, ending the 
current freedom for housing associations to raise rent above inflation

Labour: 

Wider rental agreement and focus on affordability and VFM within the policy 



JRF: 

Ensure that social rents are affordable by ensuring that rents do not outpace wages or 
benefits.

Bevan Foundation: 

Social rents capped so that they increase only at the rate of inflation

Affordable housing review 

 “No compelling argument for complete freedom for rent setting at this time... 

tenant affordability is paramount and should be a key driver for rents alongside provider 
viability as distinct from a focus on the creation of surpluses which might then fund new 
development.”



● Economic downturn and sluggish wage growth means that the affordability of 
housing is a a real and increasing challenge for some individuals 

● JRF/Bevan reports have cut through and received interest 

● Reality of delivering on political commitments on new homes and 
decarbonisation 

Wider drivers 



Our work on affordability 

Supporting you with the provision of tools and resources to better understand 
affordability for tenants:

- Sector-wide affordability principles- adopted by all HAs
- Online Rent Affordability Tool used by over 60%
- Tenant engagement workshops with TPAS Cymru
- Monthly meetings of the Affordability Working Group

Telling the sectors story- demonstrating progress made on affordability to partners 
and government



What is the current position?

2021/22 rent decisions:

● Over 90% of all HAs have made adjustments to rents across their stock based on 
affordability considerations.

● The majority, if not all, HAs are using the JRF Living Rent Model to sense test their 
approach

● Approx 10% of HA social rents will be frozen or reduced in 2021
● Many have developed a long term plan to restructure rents over the course of the 5 

year policy

Ahead of 2022 rent setting:

HAs are planning to fine tune approach to affordability, undertaking further modelling at a 
more granular level & ensuring that both rent and service charge are affordable



Initial priorities

Strategy to date: 

Build understanding of the role rent plays in the HA financing model 

Demonstrate that HAs take affordability seriously and place it at the heart of their decision 
making as a way of showing the importance of local decision making 

Moving forward (options discussed with CEX)

1. A defensive position to maintain the status quo 

2. Proactively explore living rent as a consistent model for use as part of the rent policy. 



Today’s discussion 

- Have these issues been occurring for you locally? 
- Where is the pressure coming from? 
- What actions have you taken to date?
- Is there more that CHC might be able to do to support 

you to tell your story on affordability? 


